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Abstract-The optimal error estimate O(h k+l) for a popular nonlinear diffusion model widely 
used in image processing is proved for the standard kth-order (k 1 1) conforming tensor-product 
finite elements in the L2-norm. The optimal L2-estimate is obtained by the integral identity tech- 
nique [l-3] without using the classic Nitsche duality argument [4]. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Since Perona and Malik [5] introduced a nonlinear diffusion model for image denoising and seg- 
mentation in 1987, many other nonlinear diffusion models have been proposed and have proved 
to be very powerful in the processing of 2-D and 3-D images [6-13). Also there exist many nonlin- 
ear reaction-diffusion systems applied to image restoration, texture generation, and halftoning. 
More details about the applications of the nonlinear diffusion in image processing can be found 
in [14], which includes over 400 references. How to efficiently solve these highly nonlinear diffusion 
equations is very challenging. Compared to the extensively discussed finite difference schemes, 
very few finite element methods (FEMs) have been investigated [15,16], especially the theoretical 
convergence analysis for FEM is missing, which motivates this work. 
For simplicity, we only consider the following popular model [6,15,16] proposed by Catte, Lions, 
Morel and Co11 [6]: 
$ - V + (g(jVG, * uj)Vu) = 0, (z,t) E s-l x I, (1) 
(2) 
(3) 
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where I = (O,T), 52 = (0, 1)2, and us is the degraded image to be enhanced and smoothed. Here 
g : R+ t R+ is a decreasing function with g(0) = 1, lim,,,g(s) = 0, and 9(,/Z) is smooth, 
e.g., g(s) = (1 + s2)-l. G, is a smoothing kernel such as the Gaussian filter 
Go(z) = & exp z = (21,22) E R2, 
where the constant (T > 0. Let us note that [6, p. 1871 
IVGU * 4 = c axi [,I, (s*G)2]1’2, 
where * denotes the standard convolution and fi is an extension of u to R2 [6, p. 1871. 
With all the above assumptions, Catte et al. proved that [6, Theorem 2.11: for u. E L2(s2), 
there exists a unique solution u E Coo(Mx I) for (l)-(3). Furthermore, for any w E Loo(I; L2(n)), 
there exists a constant v > 0 such that [6, p. 1881 
g(IVG, * WI) 2 v, a.e. in R x I, (4 
where v depends only on g, G, and ]]uc]]~z(o). Here 
Loo (I; L2(0)) = {w : [O, T] + L2W, ll4lL”(1;L2(s2)) = oyy$T IbIb < %J . -- > 
The weak formulation of (l)-(3) is given by finding u E L2(1,H1(52)) with u(x,O) = u. such 
that 
( > 
$, 2, + (g( IVG, * ul)Vu, Vu) = 0, vu E Hl(sz), (5) 
where H”(R) denotes the standard Sobolev space [4] with the norm I] . [[p(n). 
The FEM for approximating the solution u of (l)-(3) is: find Uh E Sh such that 
+ (g(IVG, * uhl)vuh, VV) = 0, VU E sh, 
with the initial approximation ut = uh(z, 0) E sh as the standard L2-projection 
(u; - us,2)) = 0, trv E S,,, (7) 
where Sh C N’(0) is the standard kth (k 2 1) order conforming tensor-product finite elements Qk 
on an arbitrary quasi-uniform rectangular partitions Th of 52 of maximum mesh size h. 
We like to remark that usually an image is modelled as a real valued function, representing the 
values of the graylevel intensity, defined in some rectangular domain, Hence, the tensor-product 
finite elements become the natural choice. For example, Preui3er and Rumpf [16] used bilinear 
and trilinear finite elements in their modelling. 
In this paper, by using the integral identity technique [l-3], we will prove the following optimal 
error estimate in the L2-norm. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let ‘1~ be the solution of (l)-(3) an d Uh be the FEM solution of (6),(7), then we 
have 
liu - uhb(l;LZ(R)) I Chk+‘. (8) 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, the stability and uniqueness of our 
FEM are presented. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of Theorem of 1.1. Some conclusions are 
given in the last section. 
Throughout the paper, C (or Ci) will denote a generic positive constant, which is independent 
of the mesh size h and may be of different value at each occurrence. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
To develop an a priori error estimate for the scheme derived above, we need to examine its 
stability. 
LEMMA 2.1. For the solution Uh of (6),(7), we have 
bh&(n)(t) + ot ~~V~h~~~2(,)(~)~~ 5 C11u0112L2(n), 
J 
vt E [O,T]. 
PROOF. By letting TJ = Uh in (6), we obtain 
;$I(Uhl&-q + (g(lVGo * Uhl)vUh,vUh) = 0, 
which along with (4) gives us 
;$h&(n) + ~llv"hl(;yn) 5 0. 
Integrating (9) in time from 0 to t, we have 
$‘&(n)(t) + Vl’ IlvU&(q(t) dt 5 $‘oh11~2~n)* 
On the other hand, letting o = u: in (7) and using Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain 
(9) 
(10) 
which along with (10) completes the proof. I 
To obtain the optimal error estimate in the L2-norm, we need the following special interpolation 
operator ikw : w E Co(O) -+ Qk defined on each rectangular element 7 of R by the following 
conditions [17, p. 108; 3, p. 3321: 
ikW(&) = W(&), lIi.54, 
J 
(iiw - W)V, = 0, WI, E a-z(4), ISjL4, 
Ii (11) 
s 
(iiw - w)?J = 0, V4, E Qk-2(7) 
T 
for k 2 2, where ai and Zj denote for the vertices and edges of 7. Here Pr, is the kth-order 
polynomial in 1-D. Note that when k = 1, ik is defined by (11) only, i.e., i; is the standard 
bilinear interpolation. 
By [17], if: is well defined and satisfies the following property: 
I/$$’ - ‘4~2pq 5 Chk+%‘hP+l(R)* (12) 
LEMMA 2.2. For any smooth function a(z) and w E Hk+2(R), we have 
1 (abc>v ($w - w) ) vu> 1 5 Chk”llwllHk+2(n)Ilvvll~2cn,l tlv E s,,. 
PROOF. The proof follows directly from Lemma 3 of [3] and the corresponding integral identity 
for the derivative with respect to y: 
which can be proved in the same way as Lemma 3 (II) of [3]. 
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PROOF. By letting ?J = ui - ii~c E sh in (7), we obtain 
0 = (u”h - uo,u; - if&)) 
=(u~-uo,u~-uo)+(u~-uo,21o--i$uo), 
from which and (12), we have 
which completes the proof. I 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Denote rj = iku - uh, 6 = ‘iiu - U. By subtracting (6) from (5) with v = Zlh, we obtain the 
error equation 
a(U - uh) 
at 
, vh + MPG 
> 
* u))v(u - Uh) + (g(lVG, * Ul> - g(IVG, * Uhl))vUh,vd = O, 
v?& E sh< 
Then by letting uh = n in the above equation and reorganizing it, we have 
+(g(IVG,*ul)Vv,Vd = 
where 
Tl = (g(IVG, * ‘1ll)V4 Vd, 
T2 = -(g(IVG, * ~1) - g(lVG, * Uhl))vUhT b)* 
By (4), we have 
MIVG, * ‘1~0% %I 2 4lVdl;qn)~ 
By (12) and Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain 
< ,n$“i-l) 621 2- II II ot + m7ll&2,~ H”+‘(R) 
By Lemma 2.2, we have 
IT11 I C~“+‘ll~ll~~+~(n)IIV~Il~~(n) 
I ;llvQll;2cn, + ~h2(k+1)Ilul12HL+2(RI. 
By the property (6, Equation (2.9)] and (12), we obtain 
IT21 5 MPG, * 4 - dIVG *U~~)~[LX(~)~~VU~IIL~(~)IIV~~~IL~(~) 
< cI(U - Uh~~L2(~)~~~Uh~~~2(~)IIV~l~L2(~) 
5 c (lb?llL2(n) + h k+ltlUll~~+& ~~~Uh~lL2(s2,11v~I~L2(~) 
5 37711[2,2,,, +; (b$,2cn, +h2'k+1'll~ll~~+~~n)) lIvuhlt2(n)* 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
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By substituting (14)-( 17) into (13)) we have 
-&llZl(n) I Clh2(“+‘) (1+ llv?&n,) + G (1+ IIwl2~(n)) 11171/22(n)7 08) 
where the positive constants Cl and C2 depend on II$$IIH*+I(~J, IIuIIHL+~(Q), v, but independent 
of h. M&,iplying (18) by emC2 J~(1+“vuh”~2(n))dt on both sides, we obtain 
d 
dt 
32 .#+IlV~.ll;2~~,) dt . ll77ll2 
L2W 1 
< C~h~(~+l) 1 + IIV~hll~2~~~) e -C2 _f~(~+IIVwrll~,acn,) dt - 
5 Clh2(k+1) 1 + IIVU&~~~,) . 
( 
By integrating (19) in time from 0 to t, and using Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, we have 
(19) 
ll7711~2(&) 5 Il~ll~yn,oN + C1h2(“+1) 
[ 
t 
SC 0 1+ live& ) 1 & eC2 .f: (1+11h 11;,2~,4 dt 
< @2(k+‘) - 7 
which gives us 
IMIL-(r;Lqn)) I c#+l, 
(20) 
(21) 
where the constant C3 > 0 depends on Cl, C2, and T. 
By (21), (12), and the triangle inequality, we have 
lb - wJIL~(I;L~~)) I II~IIIL~I;L~(~)) + Il~ll~;-(I;L~R)) 5 Chk+‘, 
which completes our proof. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
The optimal error estimate 0(/z”+‘) for a popular nonlinear diffusion model widely used in 
image processing is proved for the standard Icth-order (Ic L 1) conforming tensor-product finite 
elements in the L2-norm. We like to remark that with our integral identity technique [l-3], the 
optimal L2-estimate is obtained without using the classic Nitsche duality argument [4]. Similar 
results for fully discret&ime Galerkin methods [4,18] can be pursued without much difficulty. 
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